
Samraat Industrial Spares
When you need industrial spares and sheet metal components, 

think of Smaraat. We are  ready to serve you.



The term Samraat means “Emperor”. 

True to its name, Samraat Industrial Spares has reigned supreme 

in the world of precision product manufacturing since 1992. Samraat is the 

chosen supplier of Sheet Metal components for Automotive, Oil and gas and 

other OEMs. The niche segment to which Samraat caters to, demands 

precision and efficiency to the highest extent. Samraat has been able to 

deliver this accuracy and perfection consistently right from its inception.Samraat

● The strength of Samraat lies in being able to 

manufacture Sheet Metal components of 

thickness less than even 0.2 mm. This 

minute accuracy is hard to attain but a skill 

that Samraat has acquired with great practice. 

● The other distinction that Samraat has is its proficient expertise 

in handling 301-grade stainless steel. This grade of steel has a 

spring-back tendency that makes it difficult to handle. Yet, 

Samraat has mastered the skill of handling 301- grade steel in a 

deft manner.

● Another unique advantage that Samraat offers is the exclusive 

use of a decoiler and feeder. Using these, the components are 

sheet-pressed and delivered at maximum speed and efficiency.  

STRENGTHS AND SPECIALIZATIONS

Samraat takes pride in using avant-garde technology in sheet metal 
component  fabrication. To accomplish this, it uses state-of-the-art 
equipment operated by trained and experienced personnel.

Our array of equipment and machineries include

l Two 30-ton Power Press machines

l One 10-ton Power Press machine

l 3 Auxiliary presses 

By having such a right setup for production, Samraat is able to 
achieve continuous production  with fast turnaround and minimum 
downtime.

l Automatic decoiler and feeder

INFRASTRUCTURE

Innovation

Creativity

To establish Samrrat as a unique brand in 
Sheet metal component and niche 
microcomponent manufacturing.

To make Samraat synonymous with quality 
and precision in this niche manufacturing 
segment.

To deploy Samraat’s presence locally and 
globally with a commitment to quality and 
excellence.

To meet ,  match and exceed the 
expectations of our customers in terms of 
quality, delivery and service.

To improve, innovate, and update its skills 
and infrastructure continuously to meet 
customer needs.

To never compromise on quality or fall short 
on time of delivery and service.



Samraat is synonymous with Sheet Metal Component Fabrication. We specialize in the customized fabrication of industrial 
components and spares. Our expertise lies in the cutting, bending, shaping , and forming of sheet Metal using Power Press 
equipment.

We fabricate an endless array of industrial components using sheet metal. These include

l Automotive components - Our Sheet metal components find ample use in the automotive industry. In radiator cap 
assembly where it requires high precision.

l Brackets and Mounts - These components are used to hold or support other equipment.

l Seals, Rings, and Gaskets - When there is a need for preventing any gas or liquid leakage, these parts are used. These 
spares are an absolute necessity in Oil and Gas and Automotive equipment. 

l Fabrication - Blaster pipes for cement manufacturing plant.

Future Inclusions to the Samraat Product line

Having our own shop floor and infrastructure and a dedicated team to assist us, we intend to diversify our domain to include 

the following products.

l Enclosures and Housings - These components are used to provide a protective casing to safeguard fragile or sensitive 
equipment. They find wide use in the electronics industry.

l Panels - Metal sheets can be cut to the desired shape and size to form panels. These panels are used in signage, 
construction, and the electrical industry.

l Staircases and handrails - using sheet metal, we can carve artistic handrails and staircases to enhance the aesthetic 
decor.

l Medical components - We can fabricate surgical trays, carts ,and cabinets using sheet metal.

l Cabinets and drawers - We can create customized cabinets and drawers for effective storage and organization.

At Samraat, the spares we produce are not just spare but built with care.

Design services

Tool making services

Samraat has over 15 years of experience in BIW fixture design and 

detailing. We are also adapt at Robotic simulation. Software's used were 

CATIA, UG NX. We grow towards digital manufacturing.

Samraat is an expert at tool making. We execute our orders for sheet metal 

press tooling ontime delay. We undertake all types of tooling namely 

prototype, bridge, and production tooling.

SAMRAAT INDUSTRIAL SPARES- PRODUCTS

SAMRAAT INDUSTRIAL SPARES- SERVICES

OUR CONSUMERS



Samraat Industrial Spares
When you need industrial spares and 

sheet metal components, think of Smaraat. 

We are  ready to serve you.

Samraat industrial Spares
No.7, Jambukeswarar Nagar, 4th Street, 

Korattur, Chennai - 600 080.

Cell : 91-9789991813

E-mail : samraat.prod@gmail.com

Visit us : www.samraat.in
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